GSB Curriculum Committee
Minutes
December 10, 2014

Present: Susan Bosco (Chair), Scott Mackey, John McQuilkin, Priniti Panday, Steve Andrews
Guest: Peter Hahn, Adjunct Professor

The committee reviewed the following items:

• Scott submitted revisions for the courses approved last time with changes:
  FNCE 350 - Financial Statement Analysis
  FNCE 410 - Fixed Income Securities (this will need to be 415 due to 410 already being in the curriculum system
  FNCE 440 - Financial Modeling

• All changes from last meeting are pending action by the Dean’s Office. There is a problem in Curricunet in that it has a department chair in the approval chain and we do not have that position. A solution is being developed.

• Priniti presented upcoming proposals for the Economics area. These are numbering changes to align our courses with established practice in the field. Microeconomics will be changed from 102 to 111 and Macroeconomics will be changed from 101 to 112. Intermediate Microeconomics will be 211 and Intermediate Macroeconomics will be 212. She will be entering these on Curricunet for review by the Dean’s Office.

• Peter presented a draft of a follow-up course to Enterprise tentatively entitled “Entrepreneurship”. He discussed his background and experience as an entrepreneur and contacts he has in the area of developing new businesses.

It would extend Enterprise in the following ways:
  Leadership
  Intrapreneurship
  Analysis of venture
  Acquiring financing – venture capitalists, angels, etc.

Discussion ensued that generally supported the idea and the value for students. Teaching resources were part of the discussion. It was suggested that the course be run as a Special Topics first to see whether there is demand. Sue will discuss with the Management area since it is submitted as a MGMT course.

• John is reviewing offerings of Special Topics for those that have been offered more than 3 times and should be converted to regular offerings.

Respectfully submitted,
Susan Bosco, Chair